Custom Indoor and Outdoor Signs - Vehicle Wraps - Trade Show Displays

Spark Signs & Graphics - Boosting Business
Creativ ity, Data Science, Technology &
SIGNS!
Brunner, a premier integrated marketing
agency, recently completed a beautiful
renovation of its downtown Pittsburgh
office. We were honored to be involved as
we created a 48" diameter wooden "B"
lobby logo and eight 19"x27" Pantone chip
signs. We also printed and applied three
conference room wall graphics, which
included award-winning creative for the
agency and 17 individual conference room
identifiers.

Other great projects we've been immersed in.

Pineapple Payments - Wall Wraps

The Alden - Monument Sign

Pineapple Payments, which offers versatile
payment processing solutions to businesses from
start-ups to Fortune 500s, continues to update its
new downtown space. They brought Spark back in
recently to add more flair and interest to several
of its office walls. We completed three full wall
wraps with cool images of Pittsburgh bridges, like
the one shown here.

The Alden, a multifamily residential complex,
called on Spark to help with a major rebranding
on its campus in the South Hills. We fabricated
and erected a monument sign that serves as the
main feature at the entrance to the complex. We
simulated a Corten-steel look as the base of the
structure, along with aluminum framing, thick
PVC lettering and push-thru acrylic lighting.

Solevo Wellness - Building Signs

MHY Family Services - Multiple Signs

Solevo Wellness, one of Pittsburgh's first medical
marijuana dispensaries, needed two large
building signs as part of its opening process in
Squirrel Hill. Situated on two top corners of the
renovated building, each custom painted
aluminum sign was 30" x 80", constructed to
Solevo specifications and included 1" white PVC
letters to add dimension.

MHY Family Services recently dedicated the
PNC Learning Pavilion on its campus and selected
Spark to design, fabricate and install two carved
signs - a handsome post and panel along the path
to the pavilion and a name marker above the
main door. Joining the dedication were members
of the Leadership Butler County class (an affiliate
program of the Chamber) that was instrumental
in the pavilion being built.

PCGRE and Steiner Realty - Banners

If you need to promote a sale, an event, or are looking for a short-to-mid term sign option, consider
banners. We created banners recently for two of our clients, PCGRE and Steiner Realty. PCGRE is
promoting a property in the North Hills that will include a Starbucks, and Steiner wanted signage to
mark its 5th Avenue School Lofts building and to highlight which units are available for lease.

Connect wit h us.
Log on to our website to learn more about
the types of custom signs we create, or
stop by our showroom, from where we
serve the entire Pittsburgh
area.







